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Descriptive and prescriptive taxonomies 

Jim Endersby 

In 1992, Lord Dainton rose to address Britain’s House of Lords, to introduce the results of an 

investigation into the state of systematic biology – which he defined as the description, naming and 

classification of organisms. His findings were alarming. Major scientific institutions where such 

research was done were being starved of funds and there were fewer jobs for classifiers. Yet British 

universities were nevertheless unable to train sufficient people to fill even these. The great national 

collections were neither properly maintained nor used. Similar problems were common in most 

countries.1 

Dainton was a distinguished scientist who knew precisely why systematics mattered, but in addressing 

the Lords he acknowledged that for some of his listeners ‘the words “systematic biology” had little 

significance’. So he explained that the science was vital to conservation and was in the process of being 

revolutionised by ‘DNA studies, molecular biological tools, computers and information technology’. 

Yet despite this innovation, Dainton acknowledged, systematics was losing out in competition with 

‘the more glamourous branches of biology such as molecular biology’, because ‘it is rather 

patronisingly perceived as “comparatively unoriginal’”. Dainton’s speech summarised the twin 

problems of low status and limited funding that beset systematic biology throughout the twentieth 

century; at the same time, he inadvertently provided a vivid insight into why those problems had 

persisted. In an effort to get his audience’s attention, he reminded them of ‘those few school and 

college contemporaries who liked nothing better than to collect and mount wild flowers or insects 

(especially it seemed to me beetles, butterflies and moths) and then proceed to name them according 

to a binomial system indicating their genus and species’.2 No doubt, many a noble lord nodded in 

happy recollection of some eccentric contemporary, but what Dainton described hardly sounded like 

cutting-edge science. 

The problems highlighted by Dainton and his committee were not new ones, and they are a reminder 

that classification is pre-eminently a set of practices: collecting, preserving, storing and organising.3 In 

the mid 1950s, the US Biology Council published a report on the state of American museum 

collections that identified issues similar to those identified by Dainton.4 In the same decade, Britain’s 

Royal Society set up a committee to consider ‘the need for taxonomists and provision of taxonomic 

training’.5 They reported that training and funding were inadequate, and noted, as Dainton would 30 

years later, that Britain was losing what had once been a global pre-eminence in the field. The report 

complained that taxonomy struggled to compete with newer branches of biology and needed more 

money.6 

Twentieth-century taxonomy was largely shaped by such complaints about low status and inadequate 

funding, and the perception of classification as an old-fashioned, intellectually undemanding practice. 

If physics is traditionally the most prestigious of sciences, classification heads the list of those 

dismissed as mere ‘stamp collecting’.7 Its practitioners often responded to these challenges by seeking 

to import advanced techniques from other branches of biology, but these innovations sometimes 

exacerbated the very problem they were intended to resolve.8 Dainton’s argument in the 1990s that 

systematics was changing rapidly because of recent advances in related sciences was very similar to 

those made by the Royal Society, 30 years earlier, about a ‘revolution within taxonomy itself built on a 

novel and ‘wide range of experimental data’ together with a ‘thorough rethinking of its philosophy’.9 

However, these reports were talking about two different revolutions (numerical taxonomy, or 
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phenetics, in the 1960s, and phylogenetic systematics, or cladistics, in the 1990s).10 Both phenetics 

and cladistics were revolutionary new approaches, intended to free classification from its longstanding 

association with dusty museums in which idiosyncratic cataloguers fought to impose order on nature. 

Yet paradoxically, these (and other) revolutions often prompted bitter disputes that exacerbated the 

perception that systematic biology was too subjective and unstable to be taken seriously. 

Unambiguously named species were, as many systematists asserted, the fundamental building blocks 

upon which biology was built, yet the supposed experts seemed unable to agree on the basic methods 

for describing them. 

The problems of low funding and status were thus linked to a long- running dispute about the 

fundamental purpose of systematics. Some considered it a simple matter of providing a stable set of 

names for other scientists to use; neither glamorous nor exciting work, but if a classification did not 

produce a stable nomenclature, it surely served no purpose. By contrast, others within the systematics 

community were equally confident that this lack of intellectual ambition doomed systematics to low 

status: unless they set themselves more ambitious – and more explicitly scientific – goals, taxonomists 

deserved to be underfunded and undervalued. The central paradox that emerged from this contrast 

between stability and science was that every effort to make taxonomy more stable made it appear even 

less scientific, while every effort to make it more scientific seemed to make it less stable. 

Describing or prescribing 

Taxonomy’s ‘science vs stability’ contest began (like many aspects of modern biology), with Charles 

Darwin, who knew the world of systematics well (having devoted eight years to detailed taxonomic 

work on barnacles). Since at least the late eighteenth century, much day-to- day classification had 

been done using convenient but ‘artificial’ systems. Meanwhile naturalists sought a truly ‘natural 

system’ of classification, one that described the order within nature itself. However, the source of the 

natural order was much disputed; for some it represented God’s plan for the Creation, while others 

sought strictly naturalistic descriptions, based on less-than-clear concepts such as the ‘affinity’ that 

apparently linked groups of organisms. In the Origin, Darwin announced a solution to this long-

standing debate: ‘the natural system is founded on descent with modification’, therefore ‘all true 

classification is genealogical’. Common descent was ‘the hidden bond which naturalists have been 

unconsciously seeking, and not some unknown plan of creation’. Darwin claimed at one and the same 

time to have finally freed systematics from its shaky metaphysical foundations, and to have liberated 

his fellow classifiers from the banal business of ‘putting together and separating objects more or less 

alike’.11 Classification would finally have clear, positive goals. In short, it would become a real science. 

However, Darwin’s potentially revolutionary announcement was accompanied by a deeply 

conservative one. Despite promising ‘a considerable revolution in natural history’, he assured 

systematists that they would ‘be able to pursue their labours as at present’.12 Darwin’s conservative 

revolution appealed to many systematists, not least because it did not necessitate renaming every 

specimen in their museums or herbaria. Instead, they could carry on as before, confident that they 

now had a more impressive, philosophical, rationale for their work.13 

The elegant compromise embodied in Darwin’s view was, however, unstable. The claim that ‘all true 

classification is genealogical’ was profoundly ambiguous. For some, it was merely descriptive; 

classification would gradually converge on a stable consensus because the ‘hidden bond’ of 

evolutionary descent underlay those similarities. A descriptive reading of Darwin meant there was 

really no need to change taxonomic practice; the natural (evolutionary) order would emerge in time. 

However, others saw Darwin’s phrase as prescriptive, and took it to mean that classification was a tool 

with which to investigate phylogeny, i.e., the historical relationships between species. In effect, 
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classification could now become a powerful tool with which to understand evolution, a mission that 

not only allowed but required taxonomists to abandon their traditional tasks of merely describing and 

naming. 

Darwin’s divided legacy was apparent in 1927, when a distinguished taxonomist, Francis Arthur 

Bather, argued that when it came to classification, practicality was paramount, a goal that was ‘served 

best by a classification based on superficial and obvious characters, selected and arranged in an 

arbitrary manner’.14 Such an artificial classification might have practical uses, but Bather contrasted it 

with a classification that grouped those things ‘that possess in common the greatest number of 

attributes’, which he represented as more philosophically profound. ‘Such a classification’, he 

asserted, ‘may be called SCIENTIFIC.’ 

Bather admitted that stable nomenclature must be classification’s main purpose, while also 

acknowledging that only a scientific classification, ‘by enabling us to predict’, provided ‘a means of 

advancing science’. Yet such advances seemed to come at the expense of stability, which led him to 

ask, ‘Can any classification serve both purposes equally well?’ He took his listeners on an erudite tour 

of the history of taxonomy, from Aristotle onward, elucidating the philosophical twists and pragmatic 

turns along the way. He credited the eighteenth-century French naturalist Michel Adanson with being 

the first to try and cut taxonomy’s Gordian knot by sheer force, by classifying unknown plants using 

each of their characters in turn. This produced a set of different classifications, and Adanson assumed 

that those groups that reappeared in several of the classifications were genuinely natural ones. 

However, Adanson’s method was not widely adopted; most nineteenth-century taxonomists tried to 

discover principles for deciding which of an organism’s characteristics were the most important, and 

to base their classifications on these. This idea, which became known as the subordination of 

characters, argued that – for example – the colour of a flower was much less important to the plant 

than the anatomy of its reproductive system, hence the latter provided a more useful guide to 

classification. This concept could, Bather noted, be readily adapted to an evolutionary interpretation, 

and taxonomists had been trying to form one ever since Darwin. Yet while ‘many paid lip-service to 

evolution’, no actual method for detecting evolutionary patterns had been proposed, much less 

implemented. Somewhat despairingly, he concluded that ‘important though phylogeny is as a subject 

of study, it is not necessarily the most suitable basis for classification’. 

Nevertheless, Bather suggested that in the twentieth century ‘the last word is with the experimental 

geneticist’, on the assumption that ‘the ultimate element... of biological classification is the gene’. He 

therefore proposed that ‘some modern analytical palaeontologist... should join forces with a 

mathematical geneticist, and see how far the two sets of facts can be harmonized’. These comments 

reflect the excitement that gripped early-twentieth-century biology, when many hoped that the 

modern laboratory sciences would come to the rescue of taxonomy. Various factors, such as the 

rediscovery of Mendel’s work, Hugo de Vries’s mutation theory, and early breakthroughs in biochem-

istry, had produced new funding for what would become known as the Science of Life.15 These 

innovative forms of biology made taxonomy look increasingly outdated.16 However, while some were 

moving nature into the lab, others were trying to take the lab out into nature. Ecologists sought to 

bring some of the mathematical and experimental rigour of the laboratory sciences to analysing wild 

populations.17 Many taxonomists saw such work as close to their own concerns, and tried to apply 

their traditional field- and herbarium-based approaches to taxonomic questions in tandem with the 

methods of modern ecology.18 Practitioners of what would soon become known as experimental 

taxonomy traced the origins of their approach to Frederic E. Clements’s Research Methods in Ecology 

(1905).19 Clements, a US Professor of Plant Physiology, promised them that ‘the general use of 

experiment will leave much less opportunity for the personal equation than is at present the case’.20 

The key problem for botanists was that plants grew in different ways in different environments (so 

stunted alpines collected on a mountain might be the same species as those collected at sea level). 
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Without direct access to the plant’s genes, how were genuine species to be distinguished from what 

were becoming known as ‘ecotypes’, non-heritable adaptations to local habitats? 

Transplantation experiments promised a solution to this dilemma. Clements’s enthusiasm for them 

was shared by Harvey Monroe Hall, unofficial curator of the herbarium at the University of California. 

Hall and Clements obtained funding from the Carnegie Institution for a series of experiments using 

transplantation methods devised by the Swedish naturalist Gote Wilhelm Turesson, which involved 

growing plants from diverse habitats in a uniform environment, to identify genuine inherited 

variations.21 Clements and Hall pioneered reciprocal transplantation: swapping two plants between 

stations, placing each into the hole left by the other, to ensure ‘an exact reversal of habitats’. Their 

research developed into a more formal, long-term programme in the late 1920s, led by Hall, who 

brought the Danish geneticist and ecologist Jens Clausen to California, as part of a Carnegie-funded 

interdisciplinary group at Stanford that included taxonomist David Keck and physiologist William 

Hiesey.22 

Clausen, Keck and Hiesey used three field stations – Stanford (30 ft/ 9 m above sea level), Mather 

(4,600 ft/1,400 m) and Timberline (10,000 ft/3,000 m) – to transplant various plants, particularly of 

yarrow {Achillea) species (Figure 27.1). The team used a combination of notes, photographs, 

numbered stakes and maps to keep track of their plants and relied on ‘careful yearly weeding’ to 

prevent ‘contamination’ from surrounding plants. Despite the relatively straightforward methods 

involved, these early experiments proved too difficult to sustain; many specimens were lost either to 

shock from transplantation or from the depredations of “campers and grazing animals’. Alternatives 

were tried, such as moving whole plants and their soil (“sod transplants’), but these proved too 

difficult to transport over mountain roads and it remained hard to identify plants. Finally, they turned 

to cloning plants in the lab, to create a genetically identical stock, which could then be grown in a 

variety of habitats.23 

For a period of about 30 years, experimental taxonomy was widely practised. But transplantation 

experiments were complex, time-consuming and expensive; even with the combined resources of the 

Carnegie Institution and Stanford University, Clausen and his colleagues had to reduce the number of 

experimental sites by 1940. Moreover, they had to admit that their work rested on “close familiarity 

with the plants themselves in the different environments’. As a result, ‘experiments like these can 

never replace laboratory tests under complete control’.24 Despite the attempt to replace idiosyncrasy 

with experimental rigour, individual expertise and the tacit knowledge needed to conduct successful 

fieldwork remained essential; taxonomy still appeared more like connoisseurship than science. 

Although experimental taxonomy would eventually lead to important work on such topics as plant 

evolution, it did not seem to resolve taxonomic difficulties.25 Taxonomists had long been divided into 

‘lumpers’ (who define taxonomic groups broadly in an effort to reduce their number) and ‘splitters’ 

(who multiply groups and names in the pursuit of greater precision); experimental taxonomy largely 

failed to resolve such disputes, since there were still no objective criteria for defining species (let alone 

higher taxonomic groups).26 Among the practical objections was that new methods involved a new 

terminology which, opponents claimed, created more confusion than clarity, for example in 

Turesson’s coinage of terms like ‘genecological’, ‘coenospecies’, ‘ecospecies’ and ‘ecotype’.27 Finally, 

experimental work was slow by comparison with the analysis of herbarium specimens. As one taxo-

nomist noted, such studies were ‘in the case of trees, perhaps a work of centuries. One can hardly 

expect taxonomists and phytogeographers to wait so long!’28 

Experimental taxonomy, which took place in both labs and at field stations, was seized on as an 

example of the rapprochement between different biological traditions.29 It caught the attention of 

Julian Huxley, who coined the name ‘modern evolutionary synthesis’ for this joint endeavour. 
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Although not a systematist himself, he agreed to edit the collection The New Systematics, noting its 

rather ‘presumptuous’ title: ‘For the new systematics is not yet in being: before it is born, the mass of 

new facts and ideas which the last two or three decades have hurled at us must be digested, correlated, 

and synthesized.’30 

Huxley’s introduction to this revolution in progress conveyed the excitement gripping systematics 

which, ‘even a quarter of a century ago’ appeared wholly ‘empirical and lacking in unifying principles’. 

By contrast, it was now ‘one of the focal points of biology’, which detected ‘evolution at work’ and 

hence ‘the world is our laboratory, evolution itself our guinea pig’.31 Population genetics provided tools 

for understanding the power of natural selection, and made it possible to reject the claim that all 

taxonomic units were merely artificial.32 However, despite the rhetoric (embodied in the term ‘new’ in 

the book’s title, but ‘systematics’ was also intended to sound more dynamic), the old problem of how 

to read the relationship between evolution and classification remained.33 Among the volume’s authors 

some took the prescriptive view – that phylogenetics was the only valid approach.34 Others, by 

contrast, argued that all classification was primarily practical, shaped by the purpose for which it had 

been devised, so there could be no single, correct or best classification.35 

As Keith Vernon has argued, the major problem with the new approaches was that they made no 

tangible difference to the field’s prospects or funding. Indeed, some saw the emphasis on evolution as 

undermining the significance of traditional, museum-based classificatory work. Huxley’s definition of 

systematics as ‘detecting evolution at work’ reduced its scope ‘to the narrowest possible dimensions’ 

and ignored ‘the grand tasks of collecting, describing, naming, comparing and grouping the results of 

one thousand million years of evolution’.36 

Phenetics and cladistics 

Even among those who accepted phylogeny as the basis for classification, substantial disagreements 

over methods persisted.37 One approach to reducing the role of individual judgement was to devise 

mathematical methods for quantifying and measuring resemblance. The goal of mathematical 

taxonomy (which soon became known as phenetics) was to replace individual expert judgement with 

robust, objective methods. By aggregating the results of numerous different classificatory schemes, 

and eschewing a priori (and potentially circular) judgements about how to subordinate characters, the 

sheer weight of data would iron out any idiosyncrasies in specific taxonomists’ work, creating a 

consensus classification that could be gradually improved with the addition of further data.38 

Among the founders of this new approach was the British microbiologist Peter Henry Andrews 

Sneath, a doctor who hoped to improve the then-chaotic state of bacterial classification. Inspired by 

the numerical approach, but ‘being averse to hack work’, Sneath tried punch cards and sorting 

machines, then by chance made contact with a pioneering British computer company looking for new 

applications for their machines. Sneath was soon using computers for classificatory work.39 

Meanwhile, in the US, an Austrian-born biologist, Robert Reuven Sokal, had done a PhD on 

classification and also studied statistical methods in biology. He became frustrated by what he saw as 

a lack of rigour in existing methods, leading to a now- celebrated bet with a fellow student, over a six-

pack of beer – that he could do a better job classifying organisms by statistical means than by the 

traditional approach.40 Within a few weeks, Sokal had a purely algorithmic method of classification. 

He and Sneath, learning of each other’s work, collaborated on a book, Principles of Numerical 

Taxonomy (1963) that explained the new approach.41 

Some pursued the goal of objectivity with almost fanatical intensity. Paul Ehrlich promoted Sokal’s 

method vigorously, predicting in 1961 that electronic data-processing equipment would soon be the 
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systematises most important tool. When one taxonomist asked indignantly: ‘You mean to tell me that 

taxonomists can be replaced by computers?’, Ehrlich is said to have responded, ‘No, some of you can 

be replaced by an abacus.’42 Paradoxically, this attempt to raise the status of taxonomy by making it 

more objective threatened to lower the status of taxonomists themselves; like many white-collar 

workers, they faced the prospect of being replaced or deskilled by computers. For some, this was a 

fresh threat to the future of systematics; mathematical methods might provide the stability 

systematics had long sought, but at the expense of individual expertise, thus arguably making 

classification look more like office work than science. 

Ernst Mayr, a leading figure among those who saw taxonomy as a key tool for investigating evolution, 

spoke for many critics when he wrote a long, negative review of Principles of Numerical Taxonomy.43 

His ire focused on what he saw as Sokal and Sneath’s extremism. Given that they ‘criticize just about 

every axiom and method of classical taxonomy’, one would presume that ‘all previously proposed 

classifications ought to be complete chaos’: yet numerical methods had ‘almost invariably... confirmed 

the orthodox classifications’.44 Mayr also objected to the pheneticists’ refusal to weight the characters 

they were using, which seemed to go against the logic of taxonomy. Classification could not be a 

single, logical procedure that could be applied to any arbitrary set of objects; according to Mayr, ‘a 

classification of organisms that deliberately ignores their historical information content is prone to be 

misleading or at best inefficient and uneconomical’.45 Mayr reasserted the prescriptive reading of 

Darwin’s claim that ‘all true classification is genealogical’. That reading underlay another taxonomic 

revolution that emerged in parallel (and sometimes in reaction) to phenetics: phylogenetic 

systematics, or cladistics.46 

The conventional history of cladistics traces its origins to Willi Hennig, an East German entomologist 

who took the claim that classifications ought to represent phylogeny more seriously than perhaps any 

previous taxonomist. However, Hennig realised that there was no simple method for converting the 

complexity of phylogenetic development into traditional classifications, exemplified by the Linnaean 

hierarchy. He instead attempted to identify groups which shared a common ancestor by analysing the 

distribution of characters. Characters of ancient origin (shared primitive characters, or 

symplesiomorphies in cladistic terminology) were too widely distributed to serve in identifying 

evolutionary relationships. Cladists therefore focused on more recently evolved characters (shared 

derived characters, or synapomorphies) in order to identify sister groups which shared a common 

ancestor more recently than with any other group. Such analyses produced hypothetical diagrams of 

relationships, known as cladograms (Figure 27.2).47 Although Hennig’s first works appeared in the 

early 1950s, his German was heavy going, even for native speakers, hence his ideas made little impact 

before they appeared in English in 1966.48 Yet, despite Hennig’s importance as a founding father of 

cladistics, very similar methods were developed independently by systematists in Italy, Britain, 

Australia and New Zealand, the USA and Argentina.49 Taxonomic communities worldwide shared 

similar long-standing concerns with the nature and status of their discipline (and, of course, many 

practical problems), and cladistics was a common response, which aimed to make taxonomy a tool for 

investigating evolution. 

Historians love describing a good fight, and controversies within classification have been somewhat 

exaggerated as a result. (And the taxonomic community seems to boast more than its fair share of 

combative and uncompromising characters.) Nevertheless, it is possible to discern a preference for 

stable taxonomic categories among the pheneticists, whereas many of the cladists seemed to place a 

higher value on scientific innovation.50 Although twentieth-century taxonomists largely agreed that 

evolution underpins classification, pheneticists tended to exclude evolutionary theorising from their 

work, confident that evolutionary patterns would necessarily emerge, while cladists took a prescriptive 

line, building theory into their work from the outset. Yet despite these differences, there was 

considerable common ground between phenetics and cladistics. For example, taxonomic 
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methodologies began to converge as computers became cheap and ubiquitous. By the end of the 

twentieth century, virtually all taxonomists were using purely algorithmic methods. The result was 

that, despite the apparent triumph of cladistics in the twenty-first century, its daily practice owes a 

great deal to phenetics, not least in being highly automated. One key output generated by cladistic 

software is known as a ‘consensus cladogram’, in that it is the best hypothesis based on the available 

data – but perhaps it represents consensus at a more profound level?51 

Conclusion 

For systematists, the twentieth century ended more or less as it had begun: in 2002, the British 

government’s Select Committee on Science and Technology complained that systematics was still 

inadequately funded.52 Apparently, little had changed since the Dainton Report. 

As this chapter has shown, one common feature of the history of twentieth-century taxonomy was 

attempts to raise its status.53 Improving taxonomic ideas and methods, on which this chapter focuses, 

was crucial but issues such as institutional affiliations and links to other sciences – especially 

medicine – were also important.54 

 Different groups argued that taxonomy could raise its status by tackling causal questions, becoming 

less idiosyncratic, or utilising less ambiguous data, such as molecular or chemical characters in place 

of traditional morphological ones. Even in this brief overview, it is clear that several schools of 

classification embodied more than one of these impulses. Although considerable work remains to be 

done, the abiding tension between stability and science seems clear. Stable classifications might not be 

glamorous, but they make classification essential, whereas innovative methods make potentially more 

exciting but also more fragile claims. This dispute remains unresolved, but a degree of consensus has 

emerged because of a common practical goal – to improve the status and funding of systematics. 

Given this goal, fractious public disputes about underlying philosophical and methodological 

principles perhaps appeared counterproductive. As Bather argued: ‘All of us, like Aristotle, classify 

objects in various ways according to the end in view.’55 While those with different ends in view can 

never reach agreement, once ends are agreed, controversies over means tend to fade. 
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